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Abstract: 
 

This document surveys the security issues that can affect the virtualized Named Data Networking 

architecture which proper deployment and management constitutes the main goal of the DOC-

TOR project. From the state of the art, we first describe the most critical attacks on the disruptive 

networking technologies used in the project, namely NDN to transport the data and SDN/NFV to 

build the virtual infrastructure. In a second time, we identify four critical attack scenarios that will 

guide the security monitoring and orchestration of the upcoming DOCTOR architecture.  
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1 Introduction 

 

The DOCTOR project (under grant <ANR-14- CE28-000>) has for objective to address the technical locks 

that may prevent the deployment of new network stacks, in particular of Named-Data Networking (NDN), 

which is designed to improve the capacity of the Internet to handle todays’ massive content diffusion by ad-

dressing content at the network level rather than hosts. Unfortunately, considering the large footprint and 

dominant position of IP in current network equipment, a rapid adoption of NDN is unlikely. Moreover, clean-

slate architectures affect MANO aspects which need to be adapted or redefined. The proposition of the DOC-

TOR project is to leverage Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to deploy NDN in an efficient way that 

allows the cohabitation of both network stacks and a progressive deployment of NDN where it offers a signif-

icant advantage (for specific services or in particular network parts). The proposed architecture will thus care-

fully address MANO aspects, and in particular security, to ensure the proper operation of the virtualized NDN 

architecture. 

 

The development of computer networks and of Internet played a major role in the large adoption of IT. Yet, 

today’s infrastructures are highly dependent from networking while their exposure to security threats remains 

high despite the accomplished progress in this area. Security considerations are now considered as prime re-

quirements when deploying new protocols like NDN, or new network technologies like Software-Defined 

Networking (SDN) and NFV.  

 

In this context, the DOCTOR project chose to embrace the security question by dedicating a significant part of 

its research effort on this topic. The current deliverable (D2.1) reports the first studies conducted by the con-

sortium on security in the frame of Task 2, which is dedicated to the Security analysis and monitoring of the 

virtualized NDN architecture. The goal is to provide a comprehensive security analysis of the different tech-

nologies that will compose the DOCTOR architecture
1
, namely NDN and SDN/NFV, to identify the main 

threats, and to describe the attack scenarios that will be addressed throughout the project. This security analy-

sis takes its root in the respective state of the art of security considerations surrounding these disruptive tech-

nologies. In a second time, we select and describe several scenarios that constitute the main threats to the fu-

ture architecture. We further investigate each of the selected scenarios through real experiments performed on 

the project’s testbed to evaluate what are their actual impacts on the infrastructure, to prepare the future detec-

tion of attacks that will be at the center of the next deliverable (D2.2) and also their future mitigation in Task 3 

which is about the orchestration of the virtual network. 

 

The rest of this deliverable is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art of the security issues 

affecting NDN, while section 3 is dedicated to SDN and NFV security concerns. From the state of the art, 

section 4 refine the security objectives of the project and investigates four attack scenarios considered as criti-

cal for the deployment of our virtualized NDN solution if not treated carefully. Finally, section 5 concludes 

the deliverable and draws the agenda of the second part of Task 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 

 Please refer to the Doctor project’s deliverables D1.1 and D1.2 that describe the technical and functional as-

pects of the envisioned architecture : http://doctor-project.org/project_outcomes.htm#deliverables_reports 

http://doctor-project.org/project_outcomes.htm#deliverables_reports
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2 State of the Art of Attacks in Named Data Networking  

 

First of all, we quickly remind the main components used by NDN (Named-Data Networking), which archi-

tecture has been extensively described in D1.2. A NDN node uses three tables to process information: 

 The Content Store (CS): This table stores data at packet level and contains Data packets that have 

matched at least one entry of the Pending Interest Table. 

 The Pending Interest Table (PIT): This table stores Interest packets information like its incoming face 

in order to route back the Data packets. 

 The Forwarding Interest Base (FIB): This table contains a list of prefix with the associated faces that 

will be used to route an incoming Interest that is not already stored in the Pending Interest Table to-

ward the Data. 

 

Since NDN architecture was proposed and developed, many security issues have been discovered and ad-

dressed by the research community. In [1], AbdAllah et al. have proposed a taxonomy for NDN security is-

sues. Based on the main NDN feature exploited to carry out the attack, the taxonomy classifies NDN attacks 

into four categories: (1) cryptography, (2) routing related, (3) caching related and (4) naming related. This 

taxonomy not only includes novel types of attacks which only appear in NDN but other environments’ attacks 

are also comprised in this taxonomy to rise the attention of the research community. Those legacy attacks may 

not cause the same damages as in IP environments, but they can have different or even greater impact in NDN 

architectures. For each type of attack listed in the taxonomy, we will (1) explain the attacker’s method and (2) 

introduce some remarkable previous works. Inspired by [1], Figure 1 illustrates the proposed taxonomy. 

 

 
Figure 1: Taxonomy of security attacks in NDN 

 

2.1 Security in NDN 

2.1.1 Overview of NDN security scheme 

 

The NDN architecture enables more scalable, collaborative and pervasive networking for content diffusion. 

However, the nodes forwarding the contents become quite uncertain because of the paradigm shift from host 

identifiers to content identifiers and the fact that P2P delivery can be used for any content. Also, content can 

be published by either trusted or untrusted publishers. The main idea is that Data itself is authenticated in 

NDN, not the connections it traverses. The NDN security scheme relies on ensuring the authenticity, con-

sistency and integrity of the contents, the key-stone of NDN security being both the trust in the publisher and 

the binding between name and content which are enforced by digital signatures. Thanks to the signatures em-

bedded in each Data packet, content can be authenticated by every node.  
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In [2], Smetters and Jacobson propose using self-certifying names. A publisher generates a new content, 

chooses an appropriate content name and uses a digital signature to bind this name with the content. Once a 

consumer receives the data packet, he/she downloads the related certificate and validates the signature of the 

content. To authenticate content, the following cryptographic material is embedded in each Data packet:  

 Signature(Name,Content,SignInfo) 

 SignInfo includes : cryptographic digest or fingerprint of publisher’s key, full key or key location 

 

So, each Data packet contains the digital signature of its publisher over the content and a way to retrieve the 

key (or certificate) of that publisher. Then, users must obtain the needed public key, or the publishers' certifi-

cate, from the network to validate the signatures. For example, sending an Interest with the organization as 

content name should return a Data with the corresponding public key. However, the problem is to verify the 

validity of this retrieved public key and the publishers' certificate which leads to the regular problem of the 

root of the chain of trust. The main problems of this system are: (1) when the content provider key is stolen or 

(2) when the content provider key cannot be retrieved from the network. To mitigate the first issue, a revoca-

tion mechanism must deal with untrusted keys, but it is yet to be defined for NDN. For the second, the solu-

tion is to rely on a distributed architecture to store the keys. 

 

To help with this aspect and reduce key management overhead, content can reflect trust by certifying each 

other and building a trust relationship. From the beginning of CCN
2
/NDN [3] there is a will to avoid a central-

ized hierarchical certification system, but to put instead more trust in individual subtrees. In the next subsec-

tion, we survey the possible key management schemes that have been envisioned for NDN. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Trust management by associating NDN names with publisher [3] 

 

 

2.1.2 Possible key-management schemes 

 

The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the most widely deployed architecture to manage certificates in the 

Internet, but this architecture is hard to implement in a NDN environment and would lead to scalability issues. 

Others solutions, such as Web of Trust (WOT) [4] or SPKI/SDSI (Simple Public Key Infrastructure / Simple 

Distributed Security Infrastructure) provide a relatively low security level. On the other hand, intermediate 

devices (e.g. NDN routers) may also check data packets, which can produce significant performance degrada-

tion whether the validity process is hard. 

 

A first solution is to use ID-Based Cryptography (IBC). Zhang et. al [5] propose to combine IBC with PKI to 

improve the scalability of an IBC based system. They consider the use of unique content name identifiers and 

use the PKI to authenticate parameters between different domains. IBC provides end-to-end security: Publish-

                                                      
2
 Content-Centric Networking is an ICN architecture similar to NDN on many aspects and developed by PARC. In the rest of this 

document, we will only refer to NDN. 
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ers send parameters signed using their private keys and consumers verify the signatures using digital certifi-

cates. 

 

In [6], Viera and Poll also propose a new security protocol based on ID-based Encryption (IBE) to ensure the 

Information-Centric Networking in Smart Grids. They provide end-to-end security between publishers and 

consumers introducing the notion of content-based signcryption (CBS) and adapting existing ID-based cryp-

tographic algorithm. However, their scheme is also based on the use of a Trusted Third Party (TTP), which 

generates the cryptographic material per topic and is responsible for distributing it. This material is composed 

of: the public parameters, two master secret keys, the encryption-signing secret key (SK_s) and the decryp-

tion-verification secret key (SK_d). SK_s is sent to the authorized publishers and SK_d to the authorized con-

sumers. But unfortunately, the secure distribution of this cryptographic material is out of the scope of their 

work. 

 

Ullah et al. [7] were the first to propose a distributed key generation and content authentication scheme. In 

their system, publishers authenticate contents using pre-distributed shares of encryption keys. Consumers can 

get those shares from any entity of the network, in accordance with the main concept of CCN/NDN. Their key 

generation approach provides an RSA
3
 key pair type, which is bound to content. This binding prevents attack-

ers to modify data packets, or key shares, without being detected. However, authors do not define what en-

cryption algorithm and cryptographic keys will be used to encrypt messages, nor how to control the access to 

the key shares. 

 

In [8], Bian et al. deploy a key management system based on the hierarchical structure of names. They divide 

the network into different sites and use a root key (”public knowledge”) which is used to sign the keys for 

each participating site. Users' keys are signed and published by each individual site operator. And each user 

uses his key to sign the keys of his devices and applications, which may be also published to the repositories 

at the discretion of the sites. Users are also responsible for maintaining a repository with copies of keys and 

signatures that form certification chain from user’s key to root key, in order to be able to verify the identity of 

a user from another site using only one interest/data exchange. When a user receives a data packet, he/she 

must fetch the public key object and verify the signature, but the key object itself is also a data packet which 

must be verified, and so on until reaching the key root. Public key objects make the function of certificates. 

 

Contrary to other aspects of the protocol like the processing of packets, the key management scheme of NDN 

does not seem to be well defined so far which prevent a deep security analysis of this aspect. 

 

2.2 Routing attacks 

Attacks of this category can be classified into (1) FIB-oriented and (2) PIT-oriented attacks whose targets are 

two routing-related components in NDN router. 

2.2.1 FIB-oriented attacks 

In NDN, the network takes charge of delivering the correct content to the user from an optimal location. In 

order to achieve this goal, the consistency among distributed routing information bases must be ensured. Try-

ing to corrupt this unity is the main target of routing related attacks. 

 

2.2.1.1 Interception 

In the scenario of interception (Figure 3), NDN routers receive wrong routing information and forward re-

quests toward malicious routes. Since achieving a better content delivery performance is a goal of NDN archi-

tecture, it is quite open for entities to announce their content and cached copies to other nodes in the network. 

Taking advantage of this feature, an attacker can perform the hijack attack by announcing falsified routing 

information, as for instance, telling other nodes to forward requests for any contents towards it. Then, the at-

tacker can monitor proximate users' requests and even black-hole those requests to cause DoS effect.  

                                                      
3
 RSA cryptosystem is named after its creators Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman 
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The attacker can make its behaviour even more sophisticated by intercepting, i.e., forwarding user requests to 

proper locations after capturing them, but modifying the data that is sent back under the requested content 

name. Everything seems to be normal for users but they do not realize that their requests have been recorded 

and they could get a fake content.  

 

 
Figure 3: Interception scenario 

2.2.1.2 Bogus announcements 

An attacker may send many announcement updates for content to routers. The attacker may not actually pos-

sess the copy and the announced content is not necessarily in the latest version or located at the best location. 

The matter is that NDN routers still takes time and consumes the resources necessary to process, propagate 

these malicious announcements and to recalculate optimized routes for the content. When the announcement-

sending rate of the attacker is greater than the convergence time (i.e., the necessary duration for all routers to 

update their routing tables after a new announcement is issued legitimately), the NDN network will be over-

loaded, leading to large scale erroneous content delivery and preventing data retrieval to all users in the net-

work. 

Remarkable proposed solutions 

FIB-oriented attacks are mainly the result of receiving routing updates from hostile nodes. This cause can be 

overcome by securing the routing protocol. Named-data Link State Routing (NLSR) [9], proposes to authenti-

cate routing information announcements between ICN routers. NLSR is a link-state routing protocol, using 

Link State Announcement (LSA) to exchange routing information. It can also calculate multiple routes toward 

a name prefix to match the demand of NDN architecture. LSA is processed like a Data packet with Signature 

field. Before processing the routing information inside LSA, NDN routers must verify the packet.  The key 

used to verify an LSA can be certified by a higher-level network manager, whose key is also certified by an 

even higher level manager. This produces a chain in LSA signing and verification process. Figure 4 depicts 

this chain. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: NLSR signing and verification process 

 

The process is repeated until the router reaches the root key. If at any step, key fetching is unsuccessful or the 

signature is invalid, the LSA is considered illegitimate. Although the verification process passes through many 

steps, a key’s legitimacy will be recorded once already verified successfully. Hence a router does not have to 

verify that key again in the future. 
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2.2.2 PIT-oriented attacks  

In the current Internet, the Denial of Service (DoS) attack is one of the most damaging attacks, in which the 

victim is flooded with IP packets until its resources are exhausted. DoS attacks are easy to launch, but hard to 

detect, difficult to prevent and even more dangerous when they are distributed. A typical variation of DoS 

attacks in NDN is the Interest flooding attack (IFA). 

 

By sending many Interest packets in a short period of time, the attacker can overload routers' PIT - the router 

component which keeps states of received Interest and uses them to forward Data. For this reason, we also call 

such type of attack PIT-oriented. An overloaded PIT prevents a router from handling legitimate requests. It is 

one of the security issues being given much attention by researchers participating in the NDN project [10].  

In [11], the authors identify three types of IFA, based on the type of content requested: (1) existing static con-

tent; (2) dynamically-generated content; and, (3) non-existent content. Since NDN aggregates Interest for the 

same content, it is obvious that these attacks must issue Interests for different content names. 

    

The scenario (1) requires some knowledge of the existing content in the network. However, this attack is inef-

fective since in-network caches and NDN’s forwarding mechanisms already provide a built-in countermeas-

ure. After an initial wave of Interest flooding, copies of the requested content will be stored in routers’ cache, 

hence further Interests for the same static content will be satisfied by these cached copies, without reaching 

the content provider. Scenario (2) is similar to (1), except that content is never returned from caches. This 

scenario mainly focuses on the content producer, since the requested content cannot be pre-computed. It also 

consumes bandwidth and router storage. Furthermore, if generating the contents is expensive, the content pro-

vider may be overloaded by significant signature computations. Type (1) and (2) also return a large amount of 

Data packets on the link of the malicious host, limiting its Interest sending rate. 

    

In scenario (3), the benefits of caching are lost since the attacker continuously issues Interests for different 

non-existent names. These names can be completely forged by the attacker or can be composed of an existent 

prefix and a random non-existent suffix [12] [13] [14]. The latter will be routed to specific content providers, 

following the longest-prefix matching in FIB (since these prefixes exist). Although content providers can 

quickly ignore such Interests, these Interests still take up space in the PITs until they expire, eventually pre-

venting legitimate Interests from being forwarded. Compared to the two other types of Interest flooding, this 

type is more dangerous because it does not impact only content providers, but also the network infrastructure. 

In addition, requiring no knowledge about existing content in the network and using forged content names 

make this attack much easier to launch.  

 

Remarkable proposed solutions 

PIT-oriented attacks have received much attention from the NDN community as shown by the number of arti-

cles addressing this issue. These works could be divided into two categories: (1) face-granularity counter-

measures; and, (2) prefix-granularity countermeasures. In each category, papers can also be divided into sub-

categories, depending on the type of detector, e.g., based on satisfaction-ratio, entropy, or PIT size. 

 

Solutions of the first category are based on detecting the router’s faces under-attack [15] [16] [14] [17]. The 

most notable solution of this category is Satisfaction-based pushback [16]. This approach makes use of fea-

tures in NDN such as: (1) one Interest is satisfied by at most one Data packet; and, (2) Data packet is forward-

ed on the reverse path of the Interest. Based on these features, routers monitor and maintain up-to-date statis-

tics on Interest satisfaction ratios (i.e., the ratio between number of satisfied Interests and number of forward-

ed Interests).  

 

Figure 5 depicts an example of this solution. Routers perform the pushback periodically, i.e., announce an 

Interest limit (L′) to downstream node. The announced Interest limit on a given interface is calculated based 

on its satisfaction ratio and its matching outgoing interfaces in FIB. Router will change the Interest limit of its 

interfaces, based on received Interest limits from its neighbours. Eventually, the interface connecting to the 

adversary who has low satisfaction ratio will receive low Interest limit, indicating that upstream node is less 

interested in Interests from this interface. 
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Figure 5: Example scenario for Satisfaction-based pushback [16] 

 

Solutions proposed in the second category are based on detecting malicious Interest/ name prefix used by IFA 

[18] [19] [20] [21] [12]. An example for this category is the proposal of detecting malicious prefixes used by 

IFA [12]. It is a two-phase approach: (1) the rough detection phase; and, (2) the accurate detection phase. The 

first phase uses the ratio of satisfied Interest which is calculated periodically to determine the interface under-

attack. When the ratio overcomes a pre-selected threshold, the next phase is triggered for the involved inter-

face. Router will record expired Interests on the reported interface. Each entry is indexed by a name prefix of 

length l (pre-selected), reflecting the granularity of malicious prefix detection. Two Interests are recorded in 

the same entry only if their Content name has the same prefix of length l. Router will count the number of 

expired Interests and incoming Interests for each expired prefix, then calculates the expired ratio to find out 

the malicious prefixes used by IFA. Router can limit propagation for Interests requesting for that name prefix, 

maintaining the forwarding for legitimate Interests on the involved interface. 

 

2.3 Caching attacks 

Caching is an important feature in NDN. Ubiquitous in-network caches are deployed in order to increase the 

availability of content in network for later use, hence improving the performance of network. Caching system 

is exploited by attacks in this category to obtain unauthorized information or degrade the benefits of the cach-

ing system. Attacks in this category can be classified into: (1) time analysis, (2) cache pollution and (3) cache 

poisoning. 

 

2.3.1 Time analysis 

Caching is deployed in NDN to reduce the latency of content retrieval, i.e. the cached content will be fetched 

faster than content from original provider. The time analysis attack exploits this difference to find out whether 

target content are requested recently or not, violating user's privacy [22]. In most of papers related to time 

analysis attack, authors use a scenario in which the attacker is limited to target the NDN node that it directly 

connects to. Analysing time for a farther router is harder and more complicated, since the attacker cannot con-

sider all impacts outside (e.g. attacker hardly know number of nodes between it and the target cache). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Time analysis’ latency estimation 
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Figure 6 illustrates the scenario of time analysis attack. First, attacker must measure 𝑑𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 , which is the la-

tency of cached content. To do so, the attacker inserts content to the target cache by sending a request for an 

existent content. Then, the attacker requests for the same content again that should be returned from the cache, 

hence measuring the 𝑑𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 latency. To check whether a specific content was requested recently, the attacker 

sends an Interest for this content and measure the latency 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡. If 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 ≈ 𝑑𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒, the attacker can infer 

that the content was cached recently in the router. Otherwise, it was returned from another location.  

 

It is important to note that only the first probing request for the target content is useful. Sending a consecu-

tive request too early, there is a high probability that the attacker is measuring a content that he/she left in 

cache by the previous request. Therefore, the attacker has to find out the characteristic time 𝑇 which implies 

the minimum time that an attacker should wait before requesting the same content again. In some special cas-

es, e.g. for a Least Recently Used (LRU) cache with a Zipf-like item popularity distribution and a Poisson 

request arrival process, the characteristic time can be approximated to be constant for each item, and to be the 

same for all items [23]. In [22, 24], Lauinger introduced an algorithm to guess the characteristic time of a 

LRU cache.  

 

Remarkable proposed solutions 

There are few proposed solutions for time analysis attack [24] [25] [26]. A simple countermeasure for time 

analysis is deceiving the latency estimation by adding a carefully chosen delay to a cached Data packet [26]. 

By adding delay to returned Data, attacker cannot distinguish between cached or not cached data. However, 

this approach also eliminates the positive effect of caching on content retrieval delay [27]. Another remarka-

ble previous work is [25]. The basic idea of this solution is to mix blocks of legitimate content with blocks of 

“cover files”, preventing attacker from understanding the received content. Only authorized user can under-

stand the retrieved actual data. However, this approach is only promising with a substantial storage and not 

suitable for dynamic content because of high computation cost.  

 

Solutions for privacy attacks such as time analysis attack, as described above, usually limit the advantages of 

ICN. Applying solutions uniformly to all the traffic is not necessary and even reduces network performance 

while most traffic is probably not privacy-sensitive [24]. Such trade-off could be lessened if those solutions 

are applied only to privacy-sensitive traffic. Hence, the privacy/performance trade-off now can be transformed 

to a problem of classifying sensitive traffic. The paper proposes that privacy-sensitive traffic has specific 

properties like low local and instantaneous popularity. However, protecting privacy will requires a much more 

sophisticated definition of popularity.  

 

2.3.2 Cache pollution 

In cache pollution, attacker forces caches to store content irregularly in order to degrade the performance of 

caching system for legitimate users. This attack has been widely studied in IP, especially for web-caching. In 

[28], Deng et al. propose two generic classes of cache pollution attacks: false-locality and locality-disruption, 

which are called, respectively, unpopular requests and random requests in the taxonomy of [1]: 

 Unpopular requests (or false-locality): unlike random requests attack, an attacker sends repeatedly 

requests for the particular set of content, increasing their popularity maliciously. Eventually, the 

cache will replace truly popular contents with unpopular ones. As a result, requests for real popular 

content have to be forwarded to the original provider, increasing the response time and the traffic to 

upstream. The attacker can figure out by itself which contents are unpopular (e.g. news in foreign lan-

guage long time ago), or colludes with a compromised router to fetch its own unpopular content. 

 

 Random requests (or locality-disruption): attacker continuously issues requests for wide range of 

unpopular contents in order to flatten the distribution of content requests. Therefore, contents will be 

graded evenly in the caching process. Popular contents won’t be found in caches regularly, hence de-

creasing the hit ratio experienced by legitimate users and eventually degrading caching performance. 
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Remarkable proposed solutions 

Amount of previous works on cache pollution in NDN is not abundant. A notable proposal that could be men-

tioned is CacheShield [29] - an add-on proactive solution, aiming to make caching in NDN more resilient to 

cache pollution attacks (especially random request attack) without needing detection. It does not require coor-

dination among routers and can adapt to different cache policies. The proposal adds a shielding function 

(which is actually a probabilistic function) in the router’s content store to decide whether to cache a received 

Data packet or not. The purpose of such function is to make popular content having a higher chance to be 

cached while discouraging unpopular content. 

 

Another remarkable solution was proposed in [30]. The authors proposed a lightweight detection method 

against cache pollution attack. The proposal has a learning phase in which router will gather sample of for-

ward Data to determine the threshold for the detection phase. However, instead of checking all forwarded 

contents, the proposed detector randomly selects a subset of contents as a reference set, in order to reduce the 

computational cost. Only forwarded contents belonging to this set are examined and used as input for learning 

and detection.  

 

2.3.3 Cache poisoning 

In cache poisoning, legitimate Interests are responded with malicious Data which could be inserted by (1) 

compromised router or (2) cooperation between compromised clients and content provider. Those Data still 

carry valid names like other legitimate ones. Caches are leveraged to spread malicious Data to as many users 

as possible. There are two types of poisonous Data [11] whose packet structures are illustrated in Figure 7: 

 

 Corrupted Data: this type of poisonous Data has a modified Content. Since malicious provider does 

not possess the valid signing information to correctly sign the content, the signature verification pro-

gress for such Data will fail. This type of poisonous Data is more likely to be created, but detectable 

by signature verification. 

 Fake Data: in this case, malicious provider has the valid information to correctly sign the packet. 

Although the content is altered, the signature verification still succeeds. Hence, it is impossible for us-

er’s end-system to recognize such poisonous Data but it is less likely to happen.  

 

 

Content Name  Content Name 

MetaData  Modified MetaData 

Modified Content  Modified Content 

Invalid Signature  Valid Signature 

Corrupted  Fake 

 

Figure 7: Two types of content poisoning 

 

To increase the effect scale, the attacker should forge fake content for a popular content name (which can be 

figured out through other NDN security attacks). Then the attacker sends an Interest for the target name, ex-

cluding the current version of Data in order to bypass current cached copies of the content. Fake content will 

be returned by the compromised provider and stored in the cache. To preserve the longevity of the attack, 

attacker can set the freshness field of fake content to maximum value and provide a newer version of Data 

whenever the currently malicious Data is being excluded. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions 

Although the attention about cache poisoning has risen by NDN project team, there are only a few previous 

works on the issue. Proposed solutions against cache poisoning can be divided in two approaches: (1) verifica-
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tion improvement [11] [31] [32] and (2) feed-back based [33] [34]. Cache poisoning could be mitigated by 

verifying Data (although the second type is undetectable in this way). However, letting router verifying all 

received Data packet is impractical in reality. Therefore, the main goal of the first approach is to increase the 

effectiveness of content verification while reducing verification load for router. A typical solutions proposed 

in [32] is to verify Data only on cache-hit, reducing significantly the verification load for router, but still 

maintain verification for popular content.  

 

When a user receives poisonous content, he/she will verify the signature and reissue the Interest, but exclud-

ing the malicious Data this time. This feature is exploited in the second approach of cache poisoning solution. 

Content ranking [34] is a solution of this approach. Based on features of exclusions from users’ Interest, router 

will rank cached copies of content. The more a copy is excluded, the less likely it is returned to user.  

 

2.4 Naming attacks 

In NDN, users’ requests are now visible to network nodes, revealing more information to attackers. For archi-

tecture using hierarchical naming scheme like NDN, the exposures are the human-readability and the semantic 

relation with the content itself. Naming related attacks mainly exploit such exposure of content name in order 

to monitor, record or even disrupt the distribution of a specific content based on extracted information. At-

tacks in this category can be classified into (1) watch list and (2) sniffing attacks [25]. The main difference 

between them is the list of targets name. While the watch list attack aims to target some particular contents 

which are predefined by the adversaries, the sniffing attack has no content of interest at the beginning. The 

two attacks are carried out by the same method. 

 

Since NDN has no host identifier, an attacker can hardly target directly a particular node and hence needs to 

compromise another entity to track requests. Search engine in NDN is such an entity. All ICN architectures 

necessitate a search engine because users cannot figure out the content name correctly for all the time. Having 

a compromised search engine will be a huge advantage for attacker. NDN router can also become an entry 

point for attackers. Conventional ways to gain access to a router in IP should not be neglected, e.g. breaching 

router authentication, exploiting firmware’s vulnerability. However, attackers do not necessarily have to con-

trol router for request monitoring. It may masquerade as a legitimate node, announcing poisonous routing 

information which will direct user’s requests for particular contents towards the evil node. This method relates 

to the interception attacks which were presented in 2.2.1. In addition, pervasive caching in NDN also offers 

attackers another manner to compromise NDN router since communication traces are now kept in caches. To 

profit from this flaw, attackers can perform the time analysis attack (as mentioned in 2.3.1) and retrieve in-

formation from NDN routers.  

 

Remarkable proposed solutions 

A typical solution against naming attack is Anonymous Named Data Networking Application (ANDaNA) 

[35] - an onion routing overlay network for NDN, which prevents adversaries from linking users with the 

content they retrieved. In ANDaNA, before transmission, user will set up an ephemeral circuit by choosing a 

pairs of anonymizing routers (AR) and securely send them two symmetric keys used for encrypting the pack-

ets in the circuit. The router close to user’s side is called entry and the other is called exit. A request is en-

crypted with two layers and sent to the entry router. Each router of the circuit will decrypt one layer and for-

ward the request to next hop. When a corresponding Data arrives, the exit router encrypts the whole set of 

(content, name, signature), under the key provided by the consumer. The cipher text is treated as payload for 

new content packet which is then signed and sent to entry router. The latter removes the packet’s signature 

and name, and then encrypts the remaining cipher text again under the second symmetric key provided by the 

consumer. Next, it also signs and forwards the cipher text as a normal content packet, but with the original 

encrypted name. After decrypting the payload, the user discards signatures created by of ARs and verifies the 

one from the content producer. 
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2.5 Risk analysis 

From this state of the art, we can divide NDN security issues into three main groups. In the first one, the at-

tack targets a part of the NDN architecture that is not yet fully specified and highly prone to changes. This is 

for example the case of attacks related to the cryptographic schemes (for keys’ exchanges or routes’ exchang-

es). Indeed what should be signed, and how to distribute the keys, is still under discussion. Investigating these 

attacks further being given their uncertainty in time is not relevant.  

The second group concerns attacks that does not affect the NDN infrastructure but can threaten users’ privacy. 

This is the case of naming attacks or cache probing. They are less critical and sensitive communications al-

ready have alternative communication patterns to protect privacy (end-to-end encryption). 

The last group of attacks concerns NDN components and mechanisms that are well advanced and already 

implemented in NFD. This is the case of the attacks targeting the main data structures of NDN nodes, namely 

the PIT with the Interest Flooding Attack, the CS with the Content Poisoning Attack and the FIB with routing 

issues. A successful attack on one of these three components may have a high impact on the network infra-

strcuture and should be investigated prior to any real deployment. 

 

Attack Targeted Component Likelihood Impact on the NDN infrastruc-

ture 

Key Dos Key infrastructure Low High 

Key theft Key infrastructure Low High 

Bogus route FIB Medium Medium 

Interception FIB Low High 

Interest Flooding 

Attack 

PIT High High 

Time Analysis CS High Low 

Cache pollution CS High Medium 

Cache poisoning CS High High 

Watch List Network Link High Low 

Sniffing Network Link High Low 
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3 State of the Art of Attacks in NFV and SDN 

In order to measure the risks faced by NFV and SDN, we adopt in this section a practical point of view and 

survey the attacks (i.e., any kind of malicious activity attempting to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy 

information system resources or the information itself [36]) that could be performed against these two para-

digms. For both paradigms, we identify the components that are likely to be targeted by attackers, then the 

attacks against these components, and propose possible ways to detect occurring attacks and/or mitigate them. 

Although SDN and NFV are distinct technologies, they are complementary to form the infrastructure layer on 

top of which services are built. Therefore threats on them can be assessed in the same taxonomy. In both cases 

the separation between control and data planes leads to a similar separation of threats. 

First, we survey the threats and attacks against NFV. Then, we survey the threats and attacks against SDN. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Taxonomy of SDN/NFV attacks 

 

3.1 Network function virtualization attacks 

3.1.1 Overview 

The concept of NFV is very recent: it was born in October 2012 from the collaboration of some of the world's 

leading Telecommunication Service Providers [37]. The ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Insti-

tute) was selected to be the home of the Industry Specification Group for NFV (ETSI ISG NFV). Since then, a 

fair amount of standardization activities and collaborative NFV projects have been conducted, such as Open 

Platform for NFV (OPNFV) [38], or OpenMANO [39]. 

 

NFV is expected to bring many benefits to network operators [40], like reduced equipment costs and energy 

consumption, shorter time to market, and increased service agility and possibility to optimize the network 

configuration and/or topology on the fly. 

 

The ETSI has defined an architectural framework for NFV in [41]. A simplified version is presented in Figure 

9. 
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Figure 9 : NFV Architecture and its critical assets 

   

In short, it is composed of two main functional blocks: the Network Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) on 

the left side of the picture, and the NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV MANO) on the right side of the 

picture. The NFVI is the set of hardware and software components which build up the environment in which 

the Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) are deployed [41], while the NFV MANO [42] is in charge of 

managing the lifecycle and chaining of the VNFs in order to provide the needed Network Services (composi-

tion of network functions and defined by its functional and behavioral specification [43]). 

 

3.1.2 Targetable components 

We identify the critical assets in the NFV architecture. They are represented on Figure 9: 

1) Virtualized Network Functions: VNFs could be either the source or the target of an attack. Indeed, a 

VNF is a software component provided by a vendor independent of the infrastructure provider. It can 

thus have software vulnerabilities or even be a malware, designed to perform attacks. 

2) Virtualization layer: Attackers could take advantage of vulnerabilities present in hypervisors, for ex-

ample, to escape from the virtual computing, network or storage to the host's physical compute, net-

work or storage resources. This could allow an attacker to undermine the confidentiality, integrity 

and/or availability of VNFs resources. 

3) Communications with and within NFV MANO: Attackers may try to eavesdrop or modify the traf-

fic that transits between the NFVI and the NFV MANO, as well as traffic within the NFV MANO. 

4) Orchestrator and/or VNF manager: Attackers may attempt to exploit these two components to dis-

rupt the lifecycle management of the Network Services (purpose of the Orchestrator) or of individual 

VNFs (main role of the VNF Manager) [42]. 

5) Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM): The VIM is responsible for the management of the 

NFVI resources used by the VNFs (compute, network and storage), and attacking it could for example 

allow Denial of Service (DoS) or data theft, bypassing hypervisor isolation. 
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3.1.3 Attacks 

Although some work was done to improve the security of NFV environments (e.g. CloudBand [44] or integra-

tion of policy enforcement [45]), most of the efforts to develop NFV focused on management and orchestra-

tion (e.g. OpenMANO [39] or T-NOVA [46]). 

 

The ETSI identifies in [47] the threat surface of NFV as the union of the threats to generic virtualization and 

generic networking. NFV being an implementation of Cloud computing for networking, we surveyed attacks 

that have been performed against Cloud computing systems and hypervisors and analyzed the impact of such 

attacks on NFV. Potential areas of concerns for NFV are also identified in [47], and some of them are related 

to the attacks we surveyed. These attacks can be categorized depending on the components listed in the rest of 

this section. 

 

3.1.3.1 Virtual Network Functions 

VNFs are software components providing network functions, so they are likely to be vulnerable to classical 

software flaws: Denial of Service, bypass of the VNF, arbitrary code execution (e.g. buffer overflow):  

- Denials of Service (DoS) attacks are a serious threat to Cloud and NFV environments. There are 

several examples of DoS attacks on services hosted in the Cloud, like Bitbucket, a web-based 

hosting service company hosted by Amazon that was victim of massive DDoS (Distributed DoS) 

attacks, making it unavailable to many developers [48]. The danger of DDoS is even greater in the 

context of Cloud Computing or NFV because it could also affect untargeted services and tenants 

that are hosted on the same physical host. 

- Bypass of a VNF providing a security service is possible if the attacker can find a vulnerability / 

bug in the VNF allowing him to do so. CVE-2012-2663
4
 for iptables is an example of such vul-

nerability in a firewall service. 

- Arbitrary code execution inside a VNF, leading to takeover of the VNF, allows an attacker to re-

configure the VNF at his advantage, gain information on the network, capture traffic and launch 

further attacks from the compromised VM. CVE-2006-5276 for Snort is an example of such vul-

nerabilities and, albeit old, gives a first insight on the kind of dangers that may threaten typical 

VNFs that are going to be deployed in NFV infrastructures. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) allows a monitor running on the host to check the integrity of VMs: if a 

VM is taken over by an attacker (and all detection mechanisms inside the VM are hence disabled or by-

passed), VMI can still detect and report the attack. An overview of VMI is available at [49]. It provides a clas-

sification of VMIs: some VMIs only report an attack, while others can take action to make it stop. Detailed 

formalism is proposed in [50]. 

 

3.1.3.2 Virtualization layer 

Several types of attacks can be performed on the virtualization layer: 

 

a) Code execution on the physical host:  

Wojtczuk [51] presents several attacks against common hypervisors (QEMU-KVM, Virtualbox, Xen) 

that allow code execution on host from a compromised or malicious Virtual Machine (VM). 

 

The first one allows the attacker to obtain code execution in Xen's privileged para-virtualization do-

main by making Xen run a VM with a filesystem corrupted in such a way that it can trigger CVE-

2007-5497. This CVE allows user-assisted remote attackers to execute arbitrary code by exploiting 

overflows in libext2fs. The second one allows code execution on the host by using a use-after-free 

                                                      
4 CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) is the standard to name and reference information security vulnerabilities. All refer-

enced vulnerabilities can be downloaded from: http://cve.mitre.org/data/downloads/ 

http://cve.mitre.org/data/downloads/
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vulnerability in QEMU-KVM, triggered by requesting a PCI unplug action on the virtual RTC, which 

was not hot plugged-in. Finally, the third attack uses a buffer overflow related to the emulation of the 

e1000 router to gain execution of arbitrary code.  

 

Return-oriented-programming-based attacks: Riddle and Chang [52] introduce an attack on the Xen 

hypervisor that allows the attacker to escalate their VMs to a privileged state by using return-oriented-

programming. 

 

In the context of NFV, these attacks could be used to read or modify the memory of, take control of, 

or deny resources to VNFs co-resident with a malicious VNF (possibly disrupting several Network 

Services), or even deploy more malicious VNFs. 

 

Concerning lightweight virtualization used to provide the VNF in Doctor, now patched CVEs in 

Docker (that can be triggered in older versions, e.g. < 1.6.2) allowed direct or delayed code execution 

on the host with root privileges. CVE-2014-9357 allows the process of uncompressing a Docker im-

age to traverse the filesystem back to the root, allowing overriding system binaries, leading to delayed 

arbitrary code execution. 

 

Isolation between host and containers being made by a blacklist of resources that cannot be accessed 

by containers, missing elements in this blacklist let containers access some critical data on the host. 

For instance some /proc and /sys subdirectories are container-specific and others are system-wide. 

CVE-2015-3630 shows how containers can modify such shared resources to change host kernel pa-

rameters. 

 

b) Resource monopolization:  

These attacks aim at cheating on the hypervisor’s resource limitations.  

Riddle and Chang [52] present two attacks to steal resources from other: Monopolization of CPU: If 

the VMs are running over a Xen hypervisor then it is possible either to use up to 98% of the physical 

host's CPU, hence denying the CPU to other VMs (triggering DoS on the target or charging abusive 

fees in a pay-per-cycle model), or to determine whether 2 VMs are co-resident (which can be the 

starting point of another attack, such as a side-channel attack to steal data), by taking advantage of 

Xen's credit scheduler.  

I/O performance-based attacks: If the attacker knows the scheduling of the hypervisor, they can use 

that information to overload I/O resources, resulting in slowing down co-resident VMs (or VNFs).  

 

c) Data theft:  

Data theft on the hypervisor can be performed by directly reading another VM’s memory or disk (ex-

ploiting a vulnerability in the hypervisor), or through side-channel attacks. 

Riddle and Chang [52] explain that if the target VM is co-resident with the attackers' malicious VM 

and is infected with malware, then the attacker can use memory bus or cache contention to stealthily 

steal data, e.g. keys, from the target VM. [53] proposes a method to infer execution path in a co-

resident VM from cache timing attack. 

Containers are even more vulnerable than VMs : CVE-2015-3630 in Docker allows a malicious con-

tainer to directly access information related to other containers, thanks to a shared file in the /proc di-

rectory. The kernel vulnerability CVE-2015-2925 allows Mount namespace escape (double-chroot-

like) and can give a malicious container at least read access to other container’s disk images. 

 

d) VM monitoring evasion:  

These attacks aim at escaping VM monitoring. Riddle and Chang [52] present the VM rollback attack: 

if the hypervisor is already compromised, then the attacker may execute a VM from an older snapshot 

without the VM owner knowing it, allowing them to bypass security systems. For example, while the 

attacker is brute forcing a password, when the VM raises a security alert, the compromised hypervisor 

rolls back to the previous snapshot, and the attack can continue. This allows escaping internal VM 

monitoring. 
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Wang et al [54] present a way to evade the hypervisor introspection: when passively monitoring VMs, 

the hypervisor needs to suspend the VM to get a consistent view of the hardware state. By determin-

ing the frequency at which the hypervisor pauses the VM for inspection, attackers can perform opera-

tions between the monitoring checks. This allows them, for example, to stealthily perform data exfil-

tration (e.g. network traffic, in the case of NFV) or to maintain a backdoor shell on the VM. This al-

lows escaping external VM monitoring. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

A layer of protection can be added by hardening the host to prevent the hypervisor process from accessing 

anything but the resources its associated VM can access (suited in the case of hypervisors running a (group of) 

process(es) per VM, such as KVM or Docker): if an attacker manages to escape from a VM, it will have ac-

cess only to the resources related to this VM on the host. Such hardening systems exist in Linux environments 

(e.g. SELinux or Apparmor). Moreover, attempts to access forbidden resources can be logged and reported 

(e.g. using auditd).  

More generally, an Intrusion Detection System on the host (HIDS) can be used to detect VM evasion attack 

(code execution and data theft on VM disks). For instance in [55] the authors propose an architecture to auto-

matically build Apparmor profiles that match the Docker containers needs and trace their execution with a 

HIDS. 

 

3.1.3.3 Communications with and within NFV MANO 

Communications between the VNFs and NFV MANO are subject to classical network eavesdropping and 

tampering though MitM attacks. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

Authentication, encryption (TLS) of the communication, and preferably use of a dedicated network for control 

tasks. 

 

3.1.3.4 Orchestrator and/or VNF Manager 

The orchestrator is in charge of placing the VMs on the nodes, automatic scaling, chaining in the case of ser-

vice chaining, reconfiguring the VNFs live (e.g. changing firewall rules in the case of a firewall VNF), etc. It 

is a critical point of the infrastructure, centralizing all configuration information. Attackers can target it either 

to disrupt service (DoS) or to gain information on the infrastructure, or even to take control of the data path of 

the VNFs. 

 

Using ephemeral storage to steal data (CVE-2013-7130): The create_images_and_backing method in libvirt 

driver in OpenStack Compute (Nova), when using KVM live block migration, does not properly create all 

expected files, which allows attackers to obtain snapshot root disk contents of other users via ephemeral stor-

age. In an NFV over OpenStack environment, this could be used to steal cryptographic keys from other VNFs, 

thus enabling, for example, eavesdropping, data modification, or impersonation. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

The orchestrator is subject to classical software vulnerabilities, so detection methods can range from harden-

ing the machine on which it runs to log any event / syscall issued, to running the orchestrator inside a VM to 

benefit from Virtual Machine Introspection. Since it is a single point of failure, redundancy is required to 

avoid DoS attacks. 
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3.1.3.5 Virtualized Infrastructure Manager 

The VIM is in charge of managing virtual resources and to directly control the hypervisor : VM images, snap-

shots, compute, RAM, storage, etc. located at the infrastructure operator domain. An attacker may want to 

breach into the VIM to launch his own VNFs, modify VM images to add his code, exfiltrate data, etc. 

 

Privilege escalation (CVE-2014-3790): Ruby vSphere Console (RVC) in VMware vCenter Server appliance 

(centralized management and operation, resource provisioning and performance evaluation of VMs in a dis-

tributed virtual data center) allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary commands as root by escap-

ing from a chroot jail, thus gaining great control over the infrastructure domain managed by the VIM. 

Regarding the areas of concerns about NFV identified by the ETSI in [47], among the attacks we just present-

ed, (D)DoS attacks can be related to availability of management support infrastructure, secure crash, and 

performance isolation. Resource monopolization attacks and the vulnerability CVE-2014-3790 can be related 

to performance isolation, and data theft can be related to private keys within cloned images. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

The VMI is subject to classical software vulnerabilities, so detection methods can range from hardening the 

machine on which it runs to log any event / syscall issued, to running the VMI inside a VM to benefit from 

Virtual Machine Introspection.  

 

3.2 Software-Defined Networking attacks 

3.2.1 Overview 

Although SDN has been getting more attention over the past few years, it results from ideas that appeared and 

evolved since more than 20 years ago [56], such as active networking in the early 90’s, and separating control 

and data plane in the early 2000’s. 

 

These ideas did not meet adoption from the industry because they lacked the pragmatism that would allow 

real-world deployment; the ONF introduced OpenFlow, immediately deployable, as a compromise between 

fully programmable networks and real-world deployment, allowing the SDN movement to be both pragmatic 

and bold [56]. 

 

According to the ONF, OpenFlow-based SDN is expected to have a certain number of benefits [57], includ-

ing: 

- Centralized control of multi-vendor environments: no need to manage groups of devices from indi-

vidual vendors anymore. 

- Automation: SDN makes it possible to automate many management tasks that are done manually to-

day. 

- Higher rate of innovation: possibility to program or reprogram the network in real time. 

- Increased network reliability and security: Reduced risk of network failures due to configuration or 

policy inconsistencies. 

- More granular network control: OpenFlow's flow-based control allows applying policies at a very 

granular level. 

 

The architecture of SDN consists of 3 layers: 

- The application layer: the end-user applications that consume the SDN communication services. 

- The control layer: the consolidated control functionality that supervises the network forwarding be-

havior through an open interface. 

- The infrastructure layer: the network elements and devices that provide packet switching and for-

warding. 

 

These layers interact with each other through two interfaces: the Northbound Interface (NBI) between the 

application layer and the control layer, and the Control to Data-Plane Interface (CDPI) between the control 
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layer and the infrastructure layer [58]. The NBI allows SDN applications to express their network behavior 

and requirements, and the CDPI provides programmatic control of all forwarding operations, capabilities 

advertisement, statistics reporting and event notification [58]. 

 

Although SDN comes with promising benefits, it also raises new security concerns, and Kreutz et al [59] have 

identified seven threat vectors in SDNs. We chose here another point of view and decided to focus on the 

SDN-specific components that are the most likely to be attacked, as illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

1) SDN devices (data plane): The traffic flows transit through the SDN devices, making them interest-

ing targets for an attacker. 

2) Communications between control plane and data plane: SDN devices are totally dependent on the 

controllers, so communications between control plane and data plane also are interesting targets, 

maybe even more than the SDN devices themselves. These communications are subject to MitM at-

tacks. 

3) Controllers: Controllers bear all the intelligence of the network, making them the most valuable tar-

get to attack and a single point of failure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 : Targetable SDN components 

   

3.2.2 Data plane attacks (SDN devices) 

 

Shin and Gu [60] show that a Denial of Service (DoS) attack against a remote SDN network could significant-

ly decrease its performance without requiring a large bandwidth or high performance devices. Romão et al 

[61] perform a DoS on various SDN devices by inserting permanent flows into them, either inserting the flows 

directly by the controller or by sending a huge amount of ICMP requests to different IP addresses. The authors 

also try the debug mode, enabled by default on some switch implementations, e.g. OpenWrt/Pantou, which 

basically provides total control on the switch. 

Another DDoS attack consists in flooding a SDN switch with crafted packets with many different source ad-

dresses / ports. Each different source address leads to a flow miss and the packet is forwarded to the control-

ler, leading to a saturation of the link between the controller and the switch, and the computing capacities of 

the controller. 
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Remarkable proposed solutions: 

DoS attacks on the data plane can be partially prevented by proactive placement of generic rules and reactive 

throttling of controller actions. In this solution, called FloodGuard [62] rules for (almost) all potential flows 

(possibly aggregated) are proactively sent to the SDN devices, so that when an attack occurs packets are not 

systematically sent to the controller and are directly processed by the data plane. Since the network topology 

can change dynamically, all flows cannot be predicted in advance and some are still sent to the controller dur-

ing the attack. FloodGuard proposes to hold these packets in a cache on the switch and to send them to the 

controller at a slow rate, so that the controller is not overflowed.  

 

3.2.3 Control plane attacks 

Hong et al [63] present two topology poisoning attacks unique to SDN that affect major SDN controllers such 

as Floodlight [64] and OpenDaylight [65]. 

- Host Location Hijacking: This attack exploits the Host Tracking Service, the controller's service that 

maintains a profile for each host in the network, and updates it as the host migrates to impersonate a 

specific web server and phish users. To do so, the attacker retrieves the target's identifier used by the 

controller to identify the host (in the present case it is the MAC address), and can then inject fake 

packets in the name of the target host. As a result, users trying to access the genuine Web server are 

directed to the malicious server. 

- Link Fabrication: This attack consists in fabricating a link in the network either by injecting fake 

LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol) packets, or in a relay fashion, i.e., without modifying the 

packets. This attack can be a first step for other attacks such as DoS attack, by taking advantage of the 

Spanning Tree algorithm used by OpenFlow controllers to incapacitate normal switch ports, or MitM 

attack by using the fact that once it detects that a new link is up, the controller recomputes the shortest 

route. Shin et al [66] focus on malicious applications directly attacking the controller. They tested 4 

SDN controllers: Floodlight, OpenDaylight, POX and Beacon [67]. Their attacks aim at crashing the 

controller, or confuse other control layer applications, which they achieved with minimal effort. In the 

case of Floodlight, for instance, they crashed the controller simply by calling sys.exit() function or 

continuously allocating memory, leading to an out of memory crash. They also tricked a monitoring 

application into "thinking" there was only one link in the network by deleting a network link in an in-

ternal Floodlight data structure (Link Deletion). 

 

There are also several CVE Identifiers related to controllers:  

- The REST layer on HP SDN VAN Controller devices allows remote attackers to cause a Denial of 

Service via network traffic to the REST port (CVE-2015-2122). 

- The Netconf service in OpenDaylight 1.0 allows remote attackers to read arbitrary files via an XML 

eXternal Entity (XXE) declaration in conjunction with an entity reference in an XML-RPC message, 

related to an XXE issue (CVE-2014-5035). This could allow attackers to gain information about the 

configuration of OpenDaylight or the Operating System on which it is running (e.g. installed ser-

vices), as a first step for another attack, for example. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

Hong et al [63] propose detection and mitigation strategies for these two attacks: 

- The Host-Location Hijacking attack could be tackled by adding an authentication mechanism on the 

packets, making sure received packets are issued by the legitimate host. However this would require 

signature verification for each packet (too large overhead) and require an additional PKI for the hosts. 

Another proposed defense is to monitor pre-conditions and post-conditions surrounding a host migra-

tion. For instance the pre-condition for a legitimate host migration is that the former location of the 

host is not used anymore. This means that the corresponding switch port is not used anymore and the 

controller has received a Port_Down message. Similarly, a proposed post-condition is that the host is 

unreachable at the previous location after migration. As a detection mechanism, the controller / switch 

could check these conditions when a migration occurs, and any migration that violates them (spoofed 

message from an attacker) could be detected and ignored in the Host Profile. 
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- The Link Fabrication attack could be detected by authenticating LLDP packets, adding the same PKI 

issue. Another detection mechanism is proposed, making the hypothesis that the attacker is not on a 

SDN switch but on a host linked to the network. In that case, SDN devices could tag all their ports as 

HOST or SWITCH, depending on whether they are connected to a host or another switch. Such iden-

tification is possible by detecting host-specific traffic (e.g. DNS, ARP) on the links. Since LLDP 

packets are only exchanged with other SDN devices and the controller, any LLDP packet coming 

from a HOST-tagged port would be detected as an attack and dropped. To evade this detection an at-

tacker would have to stop all host-specific traffic on his machine. While this is possible if it is his ma-

chine, this would disrupt normal service on a compromised host, leading to attacker detection. 

 

3.2.4 Communications between control plane and data plane: MitM attacks 

 

Romão et al [61] perform three different Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks, with different objectives: 

- Interrupt traffic between the switch and the controller: This was done by performing ARP poisoning 

both for the switch and the controller, and caused undesired communication between networks that 

are supposed to be logically separated. 

- Eavesdrop traffic between two hosts: This was done by setting up port mirroring between the hosts 

toward a third host. 

- Stealthily modify the traffic between two hosts: This was done by interrupting traffic between the two 

target hosts, so they send ARP requests to which the attacker responds with his own MAC address, in-

stead of simply sending ARP replies. 

 

These attacks require two levels of MitM : 

- The first MitM is performed between the switch and the controller (control-to-data plane) and can be 

performed by regular ARP poisoning between them, thanks to a compromised machine in the control 

network. This can be used to interrupt traffic between the controller and the switch, or to impersonate 

the controller and add, remove or change rules on the switch. 

- The second MitM is between two hosts in the SDN network (data plane) and is performed via Open-

Flow features (port mirroring for eavesdropping and traffic redirection for modification), using the 

rules added in the previous step. 

 

Remarkable proposed solutions: 

Although an obvious countermeasure would be to use TLS in the communication between the controller and 

the switch (preventing impersonation of the controller and the second step of the attack), the absence of TLS 

by default in the 1.0 version of OpenFlow leads to the widespread of controllers and SDN devices that do not 

support TLS. Moreover TLS would not prevent DoS by interruption of the communication between the con-

troller and switch.  

 

3.3 Risk analysis 

Attacks on the SDN and NFV infrastructure aim at disrupting / taking advantage of the services running on 

top of this infrastructure. Therefore consequences of these attacks must be assessed in terms of impact on the 

services. The following table shows the impact of the previously analyzed attacks on the provided service 

(NDN). Consequences are sorted in 4 categories: 

- Consequences on data (theft or loss) 

- Consequences on the service (DoS) 

- Consequences on the tenant, in a model where the tenant does not own the infrastructure (Financial 

damage) 

- Progression of the attacker (Launch further attacks) 
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Attack Data theft Data loss DoS Financial damage Launch fur-

ther / upper-

layer attacks 

NFV      

VNF software vul-

nerabilities (attack-

er takes control of a 

VNF) 

++ 

Extract data 

++ 

Can delete 

data in the 

VNFs 

++ 

Can take con-

trol and stop 

the VNF 

+ 

Can use compute 

resources in the 

VNF 

+++ 

Can launch 

attacks from 

the VNF 

Code execution on 

the host 

+++ 

Can access to 

the disk / 

memory of the 

VNFs 

++ 

Can access 

to the VM 

disks 

+++ 

Can stop the 

VMs 

+ 

Can start other 

VMs on the host 

+++ 

Can start 

malicious 

VMs 

Resource monopo-

lization 

  +++ 

Resource ex-

haustion 

+++ 

Extra charges for 

the victim 

 

Monitoring evasion + 

Can stealthily 

extract data 

  ++ 

Can use compute 

resources unde-

tected 

+++ 

Can remain 

undetected 

Data theft through 

orchestrator 

+++ 

Can redirect 

data anywhere 

  ++ 

Use data against 

the victim 

++ 

Use creden-

tials / keys 

found in data 

VIM attack ++ 

Can access 

disks 

++ 

Can delete 

VM disks 

++ 

Can stop VNFs 

+ 

Can start (and 

charge) VMs on 

behalf of tenant 

++ 

Can start 

malicious 

VNF 

Orchestrator takeo-

ver 

+++ 

Can access all 

disks and keys 

+++ 

Can delete 

VNFs 

+++ 

Can stop VNFs 

+++ 

Can start com-

pute tasks 

++ 

Can start 

malicious 

VNF 

SDN      

Host Location Hi-

jacking 

++ 

Impersonate 

legitimate host 

 +++ 

Impersonate 

legitimate host 

  

Link Fabrication ++ 

Can change 

data path 

 ++ 

Can trigger 

flow redirec-

tion to non-

existent link 

 ++ 

Can change 

data path to 

bring a flow 

to a specific 

point 

Topology Flooding  + 

Packet loss 

+++ 

Disrupt SDN 

controller 

  

Switch DoS + 

Broadcast if 

forward table 

full 

 +++ 

Network una-

vailable 

  

MitM control-data 

plane 

++ 

Redirect or 

duplicate 

flows to at-

tacker 

+ 

Rules dele-

tion 

+++ 

Disrupt control 

to data plane 

communication 

 ++ 

Add rules to 

SDN devices 
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4 Selection and implementation of attack scenarios on DOCTOR vir-

tualized NDN architecture 

4.1 Refining DOCTOR’s security objectives  

 

In the previous sections, we made a rigorous state of the art of NDN and SDN/NFV security issues, which is 

fundamental to clearly identify the threats to be addressed by the DOCTOR project. Indeed, we have for ob-

jective to secure a virtualized NDN infrastructure, and to do so, we have to consider the threats related to both 

technologies and to anticipate the possible bridges between them. Securing such a complex architecture being 

a vast subject, we must prioritize the threats to be investigated according to a risk analysis that considers at-

tacks’ impact and likeliness. 

 

From the state of the art, it appears that the security of virtualization technologies is much more mature than 

the one of NDN. Indeed, security problems are often disclosed as CVE and the vulnerabilities are quickly 

patched. The main threats are directly related to the NDN protocol, regardless of fact that it is virtualized or 

not. To cover a large of NDN security issues, we chose to select three major attack scenarios for NDN, each 

one targeting one of the major components of the NDN architecture. Section 4.2 is about the Interest Flooding 

Attack that targets the PIT, Section 4.3 is about a new attack taking its root in the loose usage of the FIB and 

section 4.4 is about the cache poisoning attack affecting the CS. 

 

Even if most of the research effort on security will be directed toward NDN, other security issues related to 

the infrastructure and to the DOCTOR architecture itself must also be considered. Indeed, if we consider the 

case when the provider of the infrastructure offers VNFs to external customers (tenant), there is a possibility 

to host some malicious VMs that can try to attack other VMs or the DOCTOR infrastructure itself (MMT 

probes, MMT Operator, openvswitch, etc.).  A particular attention must be paid to the proper isolation of VNF 

and to the security of the SDN controller and NFV orchestrator which are critical components of the infra-

structure whose failure must be prevented. This led us to consider a last attack scenario in section 4.5 where a 

NFV exploit can turn into a higher threat for the architecture. 

 

 

4.2 PIT flooding attack 

4.2.1 Attack principle 

The Interest Flooding Attack (IFA) is a variation of the Denial of Service (DoS) attack in NDN [16]. During 

its operation, the PIT may create a new entry or modifies an existing entry for each incoming Interest. Entries 

are kept until the arrival of a matching Data or its lifetime expiration. Thus, the attack's principle is to over-

load the PIT by sending a lot of malicious Interest packets for non-existent content, hence the attacker can 

bypass the cache, forcing malicious Interest to be forwarded in order to target a specific content provider or to 

sabotage the network infrastructure. Existing PIT entries are unable to be resolved by any Data packet until 

the entry lifetime expiration. When the PIT is overloaded, incoming Interest packets cannot be handled and, 

thus, are dropped. Such an attack induces serious consequences on the network for two reasons. Firstly, it can 

cause large-scale damage by targeting the network infrastructure. Secondly, Interests for non-existing content 

can be easily generated by any user. 

 

4.2.2 Implementation of NACK packet 

The authors of [68] introduce the Interest NACK packet to extend the forwarding mechanism of NDN. When 

an NDN node can neither satisfy nor forward an Interest, an Interest NACK which carries an error code is 

generated and sent to a downstream router to notify and prevent the downstream router from sending further 

Interests with the same content name. Currently, there are three types of error codes defined as follows:  

• Duplicate NACK: the upstream node has received earlier an identical Interest packet (same content name, 

same nonce value) and is still waiting for a matching Data; 

• Congestion NACK: the Interest packet cannot be forwarded due to a congestion occurring on the outgoing 
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link of upstream node; 

• No data NACK: the upstream node cannot retrieve any matching Data to satisfy the Interest packet for 

some reason (e.g. no path is available in FIB, or PIT entry times out). 

In the second and the third cases, the upstream node also removes the corresponding PIT entry to release its 

resources for later incoming Interests. When a downstream router receives a NACK packet with Congestion 

or No Data code, it may try to forward the Interest to other available upstream links if possible, as long as the 

corresponding PIT entry is still valid. In case there is no link available, another NACK will be issued to the 

next downstream nodes.  

 

As such, the Interest NACK brings two benefits to an NDN topology. First, the routers can release the PIT 

entries much faster than waiting for the lifetime expiration, thus bringing a natural mitigation of the IFA. Sec-

ondly, it also helps the downstream node to determine the cause of NACK in order to decide another appro-

priate forwarding strategy. 

 

4.2.3 Attack scenarios 

Regarding a large set of researches and the presence of NACK in NDN recent implementation, the question is 

whether it is still possible to carry out the IFA. We consider a set of attack scenarios which goes beyond the 

basic generation of a large amount of Interest packets in a short time to overload the PIT as described in cur-

rent literature. By contrast, this set considers realistic flaws in NDN and brings IFA from a purely simulated 

attack to reality.  

 

Congestion on the link between provider and router: this first scenario deals with the straightest way to 

implement an IFA. For the attacker, it consists of sending a lot of Interests in a short time to make the link 

between routers and a provider congested, rather than try to fill the PIT of upstream routers. When the link 

between the provider and the last upstream router is congested, the provider cannot send NACK packets to 

notify the router anymore. Therefore, at the time of congestion, the router is under attack without the presence 

of NACK. One drawback of this scenario resides in the congestion point which can happen on any link sepa-

rating the attacker from the provider (e.g. on any intermediate router), thus making it strongly dependent on 

the capacity of each link in the end-to-end path. Even more, if the Congestion NACK mechanism has still not 

been implemented to date, its acknowledgment by the NDN community for an integration in future implemen-

tations makes this scenario almost obsolete and as such, we do not consider it in the following of our study.  

 

Exploit the No Data NACK to accumulate PIT entries: this scenario exploits the vulnerability design of the 

No Data NACK, which allows the PIT to keep an Interest until its lifetime expires even if it received a NACK 

Interest [14]. This scenario is simple to deploy. For example, we consider an intermediate router R1 owning 

an entry in FIB to forward all Interests of a given prefix to a router R2. But in turn, this router does not own a 

route in FIB to forward the Interest. It will thus generate a No Data NACK packet to and send it to the down-

stream router R1. However, when R1 receives the No Data NACK packet, it will not remove the PIT entry of 

the dedicated Interest because its face bound to R2 is still available. The PIT entry will be removed only when 

the router has no available face in FIB to send the Interest. This design leads to a potential vulnerability in the 

accumulation of PIT entries which can be exploited to perform an IFA. 

 

Stretch the data providing delay by a malicious provider: as mentioned above, the NACK mechanism 

makes the forwarding decisions on downstream routers totally dependent on the upstream router. Therefore, 

when a top upstream node (e.g. a data provider) does not send the NACK downstream, the whole topology 

cannot detect the attack. To illustrate this case, we propose in this third IFA scenario to create a malicious data 

provider exhibiting an abnormal long response delay to Interests which however is lower than the lifetime of 

Interests. As a consequence, the downstream router will not receive any NACK packet while its PIT will ac-

cumulate entries. This scenario, while requiring the cooperation of both the consumer and provider sides, re-

mains easy to implement especially given the opportunity of the current Internet to let end-users operate their 

own virtualized content servers. 
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4.2.4 The PIT overload phenomenon and impacting factors 

We have implemented the second scenario presented above to reproduce the IFA since it stands for the 

straightest case for an attacker while actually exploiting vulnerabilities in the current NDN design and its NFD 

implementation. NFD (NDN Forwarding Demon) is the reference implementation of the network forwarder 

for the NDN protocol. It is an open-source software that evolves alongside NDN research advances
5
.  

 

In order to capture the attack operating mode, we have first identified the set of factors which impact the at-

tack success. Secondly, we have quantified them with several iterations, all varying the factor values. For each 

value of a factor, the experiments were performed five times and the following results provide the average of 

each measured factor bounded with a 95% confidence interval. The set of factors we consider in our experi-

ments are: 

- The memory size allocated to the NFD process; 

- The attack rate given by the number of Interests per second generated by the attacker; 

- The lifetime of Interests; 

- The prefix size given by its number of characters; 

- The number of levels which compose the prefix. 

 

The first result we observed as an immediate consequence of a PIT overload is the system crash of the NFD 

process. This result is unexpected since all previous works, based on simulations, feature the PIT overload 

process by a packet drop which does not impact the forwarding process proper execution. To illustrate this 

phenomenon, we provide in Figure 11: Log trace of NFD for a PIT entry insertion when the router crashes an 

extract of the NFD log related to a PIT entry insertion. The log clearly shows that, when overloaded, the NFD 

process simply stops. We conclude that currently, no protection scheme prevents NFD from a memory over-

load, whose consequences are highly damageable in the case of a real deployment by an ISP. Consequently, in 

all subsequent experiments, we consider the router crash, denoted as the collapse point, as the main output of 

our experiments and we address the different factors which lead to such a phenomenon. 

 
Figure 11: Log trace of NFD for a PIT entry insertion when the router crashes 

 

Memory allocation  

As mentioned in [69], the memory capacity allocated to the NFD process has an important impact on the PIT 

capacity. A router with a larger memory has undoubtedly a larger capacity of PIT entries. As such, in order to 

clearly evaluate the impact of the allocated memory on the collapse point, we have configured Docker with 

different amounts of memory for the NFD container. In order to exacerbate the overload phenomenon, we 

have considered extra-long prefixes containing 256 levels and 522 characters in total. The result, depicted in 

Figure 12.a, although predictable, indicates that the PIT collapse point is proportional to the amount of allo-

cated memory. However, the internal structure of the PIT called the nameTree, is actually implemented in a 

structure shared with other NFD components relying on both a tree and a hash table for fast-lookup
6
. This data 

                                                      
5
 See http://named-data.net/doc/NFD/0.2.0/ 

6
 See section 3.6 of NFD developer guide, available at http://named-data.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/NFD-developer-guide.pdf 

http://named-data.net/doc/NFD/0.2.0/
http://named-data.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/NFD-developer-guide.pdf
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structure leads to the average use of 0,27 entries per Mbyte of allocated memory to the NFD process, which 

also indicates that extra-long prefixes are very costly to store. 

 

Attack pattern  

Secondly, we have studied the impact of lifetime and frequency of Interest packets on the PIT collapse point 

which together forms an attack pattern. The lifetime of Interests is an important aspect because the longer 

Interests stay in the PIT, the faster the PIT collapse point is reached. Furthermore, the default lifetime of Inter-

est in NDN is 4 seconds, but content consumers can arbitrarily fix the lifetime of their Interests. As a conse-

quence, a malicious user can flood NFD with large Interest lifetime values to multiply the impact of the IFA. 

However, there is currently no protection in NFD which could prevent this phenomenon. In order to under-

stand the relation binding the lifetime with the packet frequency to reach the PIT collapse point, we have mod-

ified the source code of ndnping to generate Interests with a prefix containing 32 levels and 72 characters and 

allocated 128MB of memory to the Docker container hosting NFD. The results are depicted in Figure 12.b. 

The smallest lifetime we have measured to successfully overload the PIT is 50 seconds. However, our scenar-

io only considers a basic implementation of IFA with a single attacker. We can imagine that in the reality of 

such an attack, a system of botnets would generate a larger frequency of Interests without any congestion is-

sue. Therefore, the 50-second value is not the definitive smallest lifetime to perform an IFA. An attacker can 

perform the attack with a smaller Interest lifetime by leveraging more attack sources. Furthermore, these re-

sults also assess the potential vulnerability of NDN to the accumulation of PIT entries in case of No Data 

NACK. It especially shows that an attacker can perform flooding attacks with a small packet frequency by 

simply extending the Interest lifetime. A mechanism dedicated to the PIT cleaning before the Interest lifetime 

expires or the limit of the Interest lifetime is required to prevent this phenomenon. 

 

 
Figure 12: Collapse point of the forwarding daemon according to (a) the NFD container memory (log-

log scale) and (b) Interest frequency and lifetime (log-log scale) 

 

Length of Interests  

We then studied the impact of the size of Interests on the PIT collapse point since the implementation of the 

PIT in NFD is designed as a data-structure hosted directly in the NFD process memory. Hence, the more 

complexity of Interests, the more space in memory is needed to host them. As a first feature of Interests, we 

have considered the length of Interests, which is indicated in [69] as an important factor. To that aim, we have 

generated in this case different prefixes with a fixed number of two levels but with a variable length given by 

the number of characters which form the prefix. In a similar way with previous experiments, we have consid-

ered a container with 128MB to host NFD. The results, presented in Figure 13.a show that the length of Inter-

est has an impact on the number of entries required to reach the PIT collapse point, but this impact is reasona-

ble. Indeed, growing of an 8 factor the length of Interests only decreases the PIT collapse point of 28%. 
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Number of levels of Interests 

As a last impact factor on the PIT collapse point, we have considered the number of levels which form a pre-

fix in an Interest. The naming convention of content in NDN follows a hierarchical scheme, which is similar 

to URI and at this time, there is no limit to the number of levels. In order to measure this impact, we have 

created prefixes with various levels, but with a constant length of 522 characters. The result shown in Figure 

13.b reveals the important impact of this factor on the PIT collapse point which, to the best of our knowledge, 

has not been identified to date. Specifically, we observe that the number levels of Interests, growing from 2 to 

256, drastically reduces the PIT collapse point of almost three orders of magnitude, thus providing an easy 

flaw to exploit for any attacker to successfully perform an IFA with small means. 

 

 
Figure 13: Collapse point of the forwarding daemon according to (a) the packet size of Interests (semi-

log scale) and (b) the number levels of Interests (log-log scale) 

 

 

4.3 Inconsistency between FIB entries and incoming Data 

4.3.1 Loose processing of incoming Data packets in NFD 

 

The NDN architecture only gives us information on how the Interest packets are processed but none about 

how Data packets are forwarded back. To find this, we have to go deeper in the source code of the NDN for-

warder, so we can see that a PIT entry is composed of: 

 an Interest reference 

 an In-Record list 

 an Out-record list 

 Name-Tree entry reference 

 

In-record and Out-record are nearly the same data structures and both inherit from the same class FaceRecord 

that is composed of: 

 a Face reference 

 a Nonce 

 a last renew time-point 

 an expiring time-point 

 

In-records are created when an Interest is received and an entry does not already exist, and out-records are 

created for each face to which the Interest is forwarded. So, the NDN forwarder keeps tracks of where the 

Interest comes from and go out but when a Data packet is received the only check, if we exclude the scope 

check, is a PIT match entry (see Figure 14). This means that Data packets that come from any source can sat-

isfy a pending Interest if a match occurs. 
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Figure 14: Algorithm to match PIT entries 

 

The conclusion of this observation is that a NDN node does not check the origin of a received Data packet and 

if any Data packet matches a Pending Interest, it will be forwarded upstream. This absence of verification of 

the incoming route of a Data packet means that it can come from any face, including faces without any valid 

registered route to the delivered content. Malicious users may not follow the NDN standard and try to send 

malicious Data without having received any Interest in the first place. According to their behavior, they can 

exploit this weakness to perform attacks like Denial of Service by consuming PIT entries with fake Data, or 

Cache Poisoning (which will be more deeply investigated in section 4.4). 

 

4.3.2 Timing attack scenario 

 
 

Figure 15: Timing attack sequence 

 

 

In order to highlight this weakness, we illustrate it with a first attack scenario based on the network topology 

depicted in  

Figure 15. We have one consumer named C connected to a NDN node named R1. R1 has a route to another 

NDN node named R2 which itself has a route to the server S of a legitimate content producer. In this way, C 

can send Interest packets to R1 which will route the Interests toward S. But another entity, an attacker named 

A, is also connected as a second consumer to R1 (i.e. it is connected to a face without route) and is thus in the 

path between C and S. The attack consists for A to send Data packets that will match the name of Interest 

packets sent by C (A is blind but can be helped with cache probing [24]). Then, a race condition begins be-

tween A and S, because only the first Data packet satisfying A’s Interest will be forwarded and all the others 

will be dropped as duplicates. In order to increase its success rate, A can flood the router with Data packets at 

a rate that depends on the network latency, because the malicious Data packet only has to be sent at the right 

time between the moment when the router forwards the Interest and the moment when R1 receives the re-

sponse from S. A can't see other clients' traffic but can increase its success rate by focusing on popular con-

tents or by increasing its data-rate. 

 

PIT match 

pit::DataMatchResult pitMatches = 

m_pit.findAllDataMatches(data); 

if(pitMatches.begin()==pitMatches.end()){ 

    // goto Data unsolicited pipeline 

    this->onDataUnsolicited(inFace,data); 

    return; 

} 

// CS insert 

m_cs.insert(data); 

{...} //and so on... 
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If A succeeds and sends a fake Data packet before S, the following attacks can be realized: 

1. If the attacker has the private key, he/she can impersonate S without passing by the additional chain of 

trust of the network (authenticated route announcement). 

2. Perform a DoS by sending fake or corrupted Data packets in order to consume PIT entries. 

3. Perform a replay attack with older versions of the Data. For example, out of date values related to IoT 

equipment can allow the attacker to disrupt services like automatic heating systems or light.  

 

4.3.3 Self-answering attack scenario 

 

In the second scenario illustrated in Figure 16, A sends an Interest packet to the router immediately followed 

by a Data packet that will match the preceding Interest. This behavior is a very strong vector of cache poison-

ing because it makes it possible to insert Data packets in cache without the help of any other actor and without 

any chance to fail. Furthermore, due to a short delay preceding the deletion of PIT entries, the attacker is not 

limited to prefixes registered in NFD's FIB but can insert Data with any name. By constantly adding Data in 

the router's cache, an attacker can completely block the access to a specific resource at the level of the at-

tacked router. Indeed, users' Interests will always be answered by malicious Data packets placed in cache. 

Moreover, with the perpetual renewal of these malicious Data packets, the exclude field used in Interests to 

evade poisoning becomes inefficient. 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Self-answering attack sequence 

 

4.3.4 Evaluation of the proposed attacks  

 

 
Figure 17: Effect of timing and self-answering attacks on Data received by the client 
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Figure 17 shows the effect of these two scenarios on the proportion of legitimate contents received by a NDN 

client exposed to different attack rates. We set the client Interest rate to 4 Interest/s, the freshness of the illegit-

imate Data to 0 ms for Timing attack and 2s for self-answering. We used 100 contents following a Zipf distri-

bution for their popularity. The network latency is 100 ms between R1 and S and 10 ms between R1 and the 

attacker. In these experiments, the client does not retry when he receives a bad Data. We can clearly see that 

the attacker can highly reduce the number of legitimate Data packets received by the client depending on the 

attack aggressiveness. Because the performances of the NDN network decrease a lot under these attacks, we 

consider them as critical scenarios to be addressed. 

 

To conclude this subsection, we showed that an attacker can easily disrupt NDN communications by sending 

unexpected Data despite the absence of legitimate route for the attacked contents in the FIB, and we described 

two attacks: the timing attack and the self-answering attack exploiting this vulnerability. It is essential to miti-

gate this attack before deploying any NDN network. Therefore, we will propose a remediation to this attack 

by strengthening NFD with additional checks. 

 

4.4 Content poisoning attack 

4.4.1 Attack principle 

 

The Content Poisoning Attack (CPA) is identified by the NDN board as the next most important threat related 

to NDN security right after the IFA (see http://named-data.net/project/faq/). But it has not been so well inves-

tigated than the IFA by the community and comprehensive studies on the applicability of the CPA and on its 

effects on the network components are missing. 

 

Contrary to IFA, the CPA consists in responding to legitimate Interests, but with malicious Data packets 

which name is valid but the content is altered. Such attack leverages NDN in-network caches to widely spread 

the bad Data and increase the attack efficiency. Targeting popular content names or specific content are dif-

ferent strategies depending on the target (the whole network or a specific provider or content). We will con-

sider the case when the attacker does not hold the private key of the content provider he is impersonating, so 

the bad Data will fail the signature verification at the client side. 

 

Before validating the CPA as a critical attack to be addressed by the DOCTOR project, we will describe and 

evaluate two attack scenarios leading to CPA. 

 

4.4.2 CPA scenarios 

 

To highlight the means to perform a CPA, we describe two attacks under the following names:  

(1)  unsolicited attack; (2) collaborative attack with either a multicast forwarding or a best route forwarding 

strategy used by the network. These three proposed scenarios do not involve compromised routers but only 

malicious (and collaborative) end-hosts, what makes the attacks more likely. The topology we consider to 

implement the attack scenarios is depicted in Figure 18. 

 

http://named-data.net/project/faq/
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Figure 18: CPA topology 

 

 

The topology is composed of several hops to evaluate the impact of the CPA on network nodes at different 

levels: R3 is an access router close to clients; R2 is a core router with a large cache; R1 is an intermediate 

router close to the content provider.  On a realistic network topology, we add a realistic user behavior. Clients 

ask for the latest version for a given content, verify Data integrity and signature and request Data following a 

popularity distribution. They also use the new exclude field when re-emitting an Interest, in order to avoid the 

previously received bad Data. Of course, bad clients who try to poison the network do the opposite by exclud-

ing good content to retrieve bad ones. 

  

4.4.2.1 Unsolicited attack 

This attack exploits the weakness described in subsection 4.3.2 and based on the fact that Data coming from 

illegitimate faces (with no route for the specified content name) can consume PIT entries, thus diffusing bad 

content to users. By “unsolicited”, we mean that the Interest is answered by an attacker that has not been solic-

ited by the NDN routing process, contrary to the content itself that has been solicited thanks to a proper Inter-

est emission on the NDN network by the legitimate client. 

As previously explained, when an Interest arrives at R2, a race condition begins between the good and the bad 

providers and only the first matching Data packet received by R2 will be. This scenario only involves a single 

attacker connected to a NDN node on the path between the client and the good provider, while the next sce-

nario involves both malicious clients and providers that collaborate to insert bad content in the cache. 

 

4.4.2.2 Collaborative attack (Multicast or best route forwarding) 

For this attack, we differentiate two scenarios according to the network configuration, the multicast forward-

ing strategy and the best route. The first means that when an NDN router receives an Interest, it forwards this 

Interest to all the possible faces that match the prefix name in the FIB, resulting in multiple parallel lookups. 

The attack is made by bad clients that regularly send Interest for the bad content to be inserted in the cache, 

while taking care to exclude the good versions of this content that could be retrieved from the cache thus forc-

ing the Interest to reach the bad provider through R3 and R2. The Data packet is returned by both good and 

bad providers but the bad one being closer to the client can benefit of this shorter delay to consume the PIT 

entries, denying the good content to be considered at R2.    

 

The best route forwarding strategy consists in selecting the best (i.e. lowest cost) route from the FIB when 

transmitting Interests. Therefore, the bad provider is less solicited and has less chance to insert bad Data. He 

can only act when a retransmission occurs, when the good provider did not respond in time. Thanks to the 
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collaboration with malicious clients, the attacker can generate additional similar Interests, forcing router R2 to 

use the other route to the bad provider, hence allowing the bad Data to be cached in R2 and R3. 

 

4.4.3 CPA evaluation 

 

All the following experiments last 600 seconds, with the first half only dedicated to legitimate traffic, while in 

the second half are transmitted both legitimate and malicious traffic. The objective of the experiment is to 

evaluate the impact of each CPA scenario on the NDN node composing the topology and under different at-

tack rates. Concerning the unsolicited attack, the attack rate is the number of bad Data sent per second, while 

for the other (collaborative attack), the attack rate is expressed as the number of Interest per second sent by the 

malicious clients.  

 

 
 

Figure 19: Attack rate effect on the legitimate client 

 

The Figure 19 shows the impact of the attack rate of the different CPA scenario on the proportion of bad Data 

received by the client. We can see that all scenarios do not have the same impact. The least efficient is the 

collaborative attack with the best route as most Interests will be forwarded to the good provider resulting of 

less than 20% of bad Data received by the client. In the multicast scenario, the CPA is more effective with 

half of the received Data being poisoned. We can notice that an aggressive attack rate beyond 10 Interest per 

second is counterproductive in this case, probably because more good Data will be retrieved from R1 cache. 

The unsolicited scenario is the most efficient and prevents the client to access good Data with almost 100% of 

bad Data retrieved. 
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Figure 20: Attack rate effect on the legitimate provider 

 

 

We now consider the impact of CPA scenarios on the good provider. Figure 20 shows that, in the case of the 

collaborative attack and for both routing scenarios, the additional Interests sent by malicious clients are re-

ceived by the good provider, resulting in an increase of the number of Interests proportional to the attack rate. 

On the contrary, the unsolicited scenario is Data-driven and does not inject any additional Interest in the net-

work. This means that this last attack cannot be easily detected at the provider side by looking at the number 

of received Interest. However, the information present in the exclude field should highlight the fact that the 

client undergoes content poisoning. 

 

The impact on caches is primordial to consider since the CPA benefit from this new network feature to im-

prove the attack efficiency. Figure 21 shows the impact of the different CPA scenarios on the performance of 

the two main routers of our topology (R2 and R3). We consider here the proportion of miss hit (content not 

present in the cache), good hit (a good content is retrieved from the cache) and bad hit (a bad content is re-

trieved from the cache) depending on the attack rates. By observing R2 results, we can see that the cache of 

this core router is not very useful, being under attack or not, as the proportion of miss hit remains tremendous-

ly high (>60%) in both cases. We can still notice that the multicast scenario of the collaborative attack can still 

manage to create up to 25% of bad hits. However in the case of the unsolicited attack, R2 cache becomes al-

most full (~85%) of bad Data when the attack rate increases and so becomes an asset helping the attacker to 

disturb the network.  

 

The behavior observed on the access router R3 is different. Firstly, R3 performs well without attack and 

shows a high amount of good hit at the lowest attack rates (between 75% and 85%). Then the proportion of 

good hit quickly decreases and is replaced by bad hits when the attack rate increases. The three CPA scenarios 

do not exhibit major difference on this router, all managing to create a high amount of bad hits at the highest 

attack rates. We can still notice that the collaborative attack achieves a higher percentage of bad hits (~90%) 

than the unsolicited attack (between 60% and 80%) but the latest totally removes the good hits while the first 

still has more than 20% of them. 
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Figure 21: Attack rate effect on caches of core router R2 (a)(b)(c) and access router R3 (d)(e)(f) for each 

attack scenario 

 

 

In conclusion, our study clearly demonstrates that the CPA attack is possible despite the recent mechanisms 

introduced in NDN to fight it (exclude field and unsolicited Data protection). Even worst, CPA largely affects 

the network at different levels and hijacks in-network caching to amplify the attack’s effect. We argue that all 

CPA attacks should be detected and mitigated before NDN deployment. This will be a key objective of DOC-

TOR’s monitoring and security components in the rest of the project. 

 

 

4.5 Mixed attack scenario from a NFD exploit to a NDN threat 

4.5.1 Attack on Infrastructure that impacts NDN 

 

Virtualization may bring security vulnerabilities to the environment. In a survey [70], the following attacks on 

Virtual Machines (VM) have been identified: 

1. A virtual machine is equivalent to a physical machine so the same attack methods and tools can be 

used in both. 

2. Breach in the isolation: vulnerabilities in the virtualization layer may allow attacks to be performed 

from a virtual machine against another VM, the VIM (Virtual Infrastructure Manager or VM Manag-

er) or the host operating system (OS).  

3. System management tools are also potential attack vectors (this is very specific to the tools used and 

will not be discussed). 
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With respect to item 1, virtualized OSs are almost identical to the real systems
7
. This allows exploits designed 

for one to be applied to the other. In the case of VMs based on an OS containing vulnerabilities, this could 

allow an attacker to obtain privileged control of the VM and carrying out other exploits.  The same holds for 

para-virtualization techniques that depend on the host’s OS that can also contain vulnerabilities. 

 

With respect to the item 2, vulnerabilities in the VIM can allow an attacker to break out of the isolation. As 

explained in [70] this can lead to DoS attacks, VM or hypervisor system crashes, and illegal access to memory 

of guest VMs, or the host, making it possible to read, write or execute its content. Vulnerabilities on popular 

VIMs like Xen, VMWare and Linux KVM have been found and will continue to be found in every new re-

lease due to the complexity and amount of code involved. 

 

Another type of attack uses Virtual Machine Based Rootkits (VMBRs). Here, the attacker uses some features 

of hardware-assisted virtualization of the processors to install a hypervisor underneath the targeted OS. The 

existing OS then runs as a VM on top of the VMBR that can only be detected by special tools. But installing 

the rootkit is not evident. The system's boot sequence must be modified so that the VMBR loads first. The 

authors of [71] identify how this can be done including: remotely exploitable system vulnerabilities, a mali-

cious bootable CD/DVD/USB, software from a corrupt vendor, and malicious software run (inadvertently or 

not) by a naive user who's logged on with administrator privileges. 

 

All these attacks, if effective, allow accessing the VMs and, in turn, allow attacking basic NDN functions, 

e.g., modifying or corrupting routing tables (FIB and PIT), caches, requests, or even gaining information from 

the system, known as side-channel attacks, which can be exploited to break any protection used by the system 

including encryption. These attacks have been described in detail in the previous sections. 

 

Several techniques and tools exist to protect the VMs and their applications from attacks that include: Virtual 

Machine Introspection to monitor activity in the VMs, kernel protection techniques, rootkit detection tech-

niques, isolation enforcement for protecting the VMs and the VIM, or even removing the need for a hypervi-

sor and thus reducing the attack surface. These techniques are applicable to all virtual systems and are not 

specifically related to NDN. But an important aspect that needs to be considered is that if a malfunction is 

detected in the NDN functionality that is due to an attack then it would be interesting to determine what al-

lowed the attack to take place, including determining if it was possible due to a vulnerability in the virtualisa-

tion infrastructure (SDN, NFV or virtualisation techniques provided by Docker and Open Stack). 

 

In DOCTOR, one or several attack variants described above will be implemented to show how the security 

techniques proposed can detect and eventually mitigate them. As first selection, the security monitoring tool 

will: 

1. Enforce the isolation between VMs by detecting and blocking access from a VM performing some po-

tentially malicious behaviour. 

2. Enforce the runtime integrity of the VMs and the hypervisor by monitoring its logs to detect unex-

pected events. 

3. Analyse certain metrics to detect the appearance of a rootkit.  

 

4.5.2 Multi-step attack scenario 

 

The virtualized infrastructure implemented in DOCTOR (relying on Docker containers) presents several at-

tack possibilities. We propose to implement an attack scenario in which a malicious NDN client manages to 

trigger a vulnerability in a router to take control of this NDN router. This can be used to inject fake NDN 

packets in the network. Then, once in the Docker container the attacker manages to escape its isolation and 

access other containers on the same host, in order to execute code in another container (for instance a NDN 

router further in the virtual topology). This can be used to progress further in the network, bypassing potential 

detection mechanisms in the NDN topology.  

                                                      
7 

 It is possible to detect that a hypervisor is running under an OS by checking, for instance, the execution time of 

some instructions. 
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Figure 22 : Multi-step attack scenario 

 
Figure 22 shows a scenario in which an attacker exploits 3 software vulnerabilities: in NFD, in the hypervisor 

layer and in the EGW, and uses them to send forged NDN packets to legitimate clients. The virtualized net-

work contains 3 domains: an IP domain before the IGW, a NDN domain between the IGW and the EGW, and 

another IP domain after the EGW. The multi-step attack happens as follows: 

- 1: attacker sends an HTTP request containing a payload to exploit a NFD vulnerability to the server. 

The payload is converted in a NDN Interest by the IGW and sent to R1. 

- 2: R1 routes the interest to R2, which is vulnerable. The vulnerability is exploited and attacker takes 

control of R2. 

- 3: The attacker exploits a vulnerability in isolation to break out of R2’s container and take control of 

Host3. 

- 4: The attacker uses its privileges on Host3 to execute code on R6. 

- 5: A malicious payload is generated from R6 to exploit a remote vulnerability in the EGW. This al-

lows the attacker to bypass R4 and R5 without compromising them. 

- 3b: from R2, the attacker can generate fake NDN content, sent back to the IGW 

- 4b: the IGW converts fake content to HTTP responses, sent to legitimate clients 

 

Such an attack scenario can be anticipated by the CyberCAPTOR attack graph engine: if it has access to the 

topology for both NDN and IP domains, to the vulnerabilities and their consequences, it can predict all possi-

ble attack paths. The actual happening of the attack could be monitored by MMT. 
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5 Conclusion 

 

 The main objective of this task (T2.1) was to conduct a comprehensive study of the main security 

vulnerabilities and threats that can affect the DOCTOR virtualized NDN architecture in order to later design 

virtualized monitoring and security tools that can detect and mitigate them. We showed that, as a clean-slate 

approach for delivering content to users and despite some cryptographic mechanisms to improve security, 

NDN is still vulnerable to critical attacks that have been lightly covered by the state of the art. On the oppo-

site, NFV offers better security properties by design inherited from system security through virtualization and 

isolation. Software exploits breaking the isolation between VMs are always possible. If their fixing is beyond 

the scope of this project, the DOCTOR architecture should be able to detect such attacks to protect the infra-

structure. 

 

NDN security thus constitutes the major challenge for the DOCTOR architecture, so we decided to exhibit and 

address four specific scenarios considered as the most critical: three of them are related to each main compo-

nent of the NDN router (PIT flooding attack, CS poisoning, FIB exploit) while the last one covers both NFV 

and NDN technologies to highlight the possible bridges that may be exploited by advanced attacks. In this 

way, we consider security issues that can affect both NDN itself and the way it is virtualized through NFV. 

For each of those attacks, we carefully described the scenario.  

 

We showed that cache poisoning or polluting can lead to severe performance issues where a targeted content 

becomes hardly accessible, with an unacceptable latency for users. It also wastes the network resources when 

delivering fake content.  In the case of the IFA, malicious end-hosts generate a lot of Interest requests that lead 

to the collapse of the PIT of the targeted NDN node. Despite recent mitigation mechanisms, in particular the 

implementation of NACK messages, IFA is still successful and results in efficient DoS attack against NDN.  

The FIB exploit we designed proved that the NDN routing has serious flaws, since an attacker can answer to 

its own requests or to unintended Interests. Finally, complex attacks able to break the isolation of virtualisa-

tion can have direct impact on NDN functionality and a brief description is given in Sec. 4.5. 

 

Now that security threats have been identified and reproduced, the next work on security (T2.2) will consist in 

the implementation and modelling of these attacks to deduce their main characteristics on traffic, caches, for-

warding tables, etc., which are potential evidences that an attack is going on. We will then build specific de-

tectors to monitor them based on the relevant data identified and specific metrics. The choice of the detection 

method (e.g. statistical model, learning methods, etc.) will be adapted to the considered attack scenario char-

acteristics and to the observed elements. When applicable, we will propose in priority corrections of the NDN 

architecture to prevent the attack by design. More complex attacks will also be treated thanks to THALES 

CyberCaptor whose attack graph models and inference engine will be extended to consider the new identified 

threats for NDN and new network topologies based on NFV. In a second time, Task 3 will address the global 

network dependability and in particular remediation solutions against attacks through automated MANO op-

erations leveraging SDN and NFV capabilities. In the frame of Task 4, the monitoring and detection function-

alities will be performed by the Montimage Monitoring Tool solution (MMT) with its probes distributed in 

each VNF, while remediation will be triggered by the Reaction module in MMT and ultimately performed by 

the SDN Controller and/or the NFV Orchestrator. 
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6 Glossary 

 

CCN : Content-Centric Networking 

CPA : Content Poisoning Attack 

CS : Content Store 

CVE : Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

DoS : Denial of Service 

FIB : Forwarding Information Base 

ICN : Information-Centric Networking 

IFA : Interest Flooding Attack 

MANO : Management and Orchestration 

NDN :  Named-Data Networking 

NFD : NDN Forwarding Demon 

NFV : Network Function Virtualization 

PIT : Pending Interest Table 

SDN : Software Defined Networking 

VM : Virtual Machine 

VNF : Virtual Network Function 
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